Watchos 6 beta 7

Watchos 7.4 beta 6.
Apple today seeded the seventh beta of watchOS 6, the software that runs on the Apple Watch. The new beta comes a week after the sixth beta and two months after Apple first unveiled the new watchOS update at the Worldwide Developers Conference. To install the watchOS 6 beta, you'll need the proper configuration profile, which can be obtained
through the Apple Developer Center. Once the profile is in place, the beta can be downloaded using the dedicated Apple Watch app on the iPhone by going to General > Software Update. Installing the software requires the Apple Watch to have 50 percent battery. It also needs to be put on a charger and it has to be in range of the iPhone. watchOS 6
is a major update that offers up a long list of new features. First and foremost, there's an App Store right on the Apple Watch, so you can find and download new Apple Watch apps on your wrist. Apple Watch apps no longer need to have an iPhone component, which means developers can create standalone Apple Watch apps for the first time. Apps are
able to take advantage of new APIs so you'll be able to do things like follow along with a workout or listen to streaming music from third-party services. Since Apple Watch apps are now independent of apps on the iPhone, you can now remove some built-in apps from the Apple Watch, a feature that was enabled in beta 3. There are several new watch
faces in watchOS 6, including Numerals Mono and Duo with huge numbers, Modular Compact, a Gradient watch face that shifts over the course of a day, a Solar Dial watch face that visualizes the sun in a 24 hour path around the dial, and the California watch face with a mix of standard numbers and roman numerals. A new Taptic Chimes feature
provides a silent touch on the wrist at every hour, and if sound is turned on, you'll hear an audible chime. You can also hold two fingers on the Apple Watch's display to hear the time spoken out loud. There are new Audiobooks, Voice Memos, and Calculator apps, along with a new Noise app that warns you if you're exposed to sound that's too loud and
a new Cycle Tracking app for period tracking. Activity Trends, visible on the iPhone, are also available to chart your fitness progress and make sure your fitness trends are improving. New complications are available for wind speed, chance of rain, and the new Noise app, plus there's a Voice Memos complication for recording a memo quickly, a
cellular strength complication, and a complication for the Calculator that opens up the app. Siri can now provide full web search results right on the watch when asked a question, and for Mac users, the Apple Watch can now approve Mac security prompts. When it launches in the fall, watchOS 6 will be available on all Apple Watch models with the
exception of the original Apple Watch, released in 2015. For more on what's new in watchOS 6, make sure to check out our watchOS 6 roundup. Please turn on JavaScript in your browser and refresh the page to view its content. At WWDC 2020 this summer, alongside iOS 14 and macOS Big Sur, Apple also announced watchOS 7, a new operating
system for the Apple Watch Series 3 and later which adds a range of new features and interface tweaks.watchOS 7 launches to the public later today (16 September 2020): here’s how to update your Apple Watch when it does. But if you want to try out the next version of watchOS before everyone else, you’ll need to install a pre-release beta testing
version.In this article we explain how to install the watchOS 7 beta on your Apple Watch, covering both developer and public beta versions.What do I need to install the watchOS 7 beta?A model of Apple Watch that’s compatible with the beta – the Series 3 and later can run it – and a reasonably new iPhone running the equivalent beta version of iOS
14.If you’re installing the developer beta you’ll also need a developer account, which costs £79/$99 a year.How to install the watchOS 7 betaIf you’re keen to try out a beta version of watchOS, here’s how it’s done. But be warned that beta software is never as reliable as the public-release stuff (bugs will almost certainly crop up that have to be
patched in later updates), so don’t do this if you’re not prepared for things to go wrong on your Apple Watch. Remember to back up any important data.So far, the only option for watchOS 7 is the developer beta, which as the name suggests is for developers only. Quite excitingly, there will be a watchOS public beta this year, for the first time ever, but
it hasn’t launched yet.Before you install the beta version of watchOS 7, you’ll have to install the beta certificate on your device. The beta certificate tells your iPhone to look for and allow you to install the watchOS beta directly OTA (over the air), much like a standard software update. Follow these steps to install a beta profile on your device.Before
you try to install the watchOS beta certificate, you’ll have to be running an iOS beta too. (You needed the iOS 14 beta to run the watchOS 7 beta.)Log into the Apple Developer Portal on the iPhone paired with your Apple Watch.Navigate to the watchOS download page.Tap ‘Download watchOS [x] beta Configuration Profile’, for the appropriate
version.When prompted to choose a device, tap ‘iPhone’ then ‘Install’.Enter your Passcode, tap Install and then again to confirm.Tap ‘Restart’ to reboot your iPhone and complete the configuration profile installation.Once your iPhone has restarted, the watchOS 7 beta update should appear as an update option within the Apple Watch companion app.
From here, the update process is pretty standard.Is it worth having a buggy experience, just so you can try out the next version of watchOS before everyone else? That’s the decision you have to make. How much will it ruin your daily life if your Apple Watch is prone to peculiar behaviour?Aside from the bugs, until the watchOS 7 public beta becomes
available (which should be any day now, given that the iOS 14, tvOS 14 and iPadOS 14 public betas are out now) the only way you can install a watchOS beta is by signing up to Apple’s Developer Program, which will set you back £79/$99 per year. We’re not convinced that it’s worth paying that much unless you want to develop apps for the platform,
and wouldn’t recommend this option just to go hands-on with the beta.However, the price of Apple’s Developer Program isn’t the biggest reason to avoid using the beta. The biggest reason is that downgrading back to the original watchOS is quite an undertaking, and generally can’t be done at home. Assuming you’re not prepared to wait for the
public versions to catch up, the process involves sending your Apple Watch to Apple.We can’t really say more than that, as the instructions are under NDA within Apple’s Developers Portal, so instead we’ll say that unless you’re a developer who wants to make sure their apps work with the next version of watchOS, we’d wait until the official release.
Apple today seeded the sixth beta of an upcoming watchOS 7 beta to developers, one week after releasing the fifth beta and two months after unveiling watchOS 7 at the Worldwide Developers Conference. To install the watchOS 7 beta, developers need to download the proper configuration profile from the Apple Developer Center. Once the profile is
in place, the watchOS 7 beta can be downloaded through the dedicated Apple Watch app on the iPhone by going to General > Software Update. To update to the new software, the Apple Watch needs to have 50 percent battery life, it must be placed on the charger, and it must be in range of the iPhone. It would be wise to install the beta on a
secondary device rather than a primary device as this is an early version of the watchOS software that could have bugs that still need to be addressed. watchOS 7 brings a new watch face sharing feature that lets you share your watch faces with others through Messages or Mail, the App Store, through websites, or through social Media. There are
new Chronograph Pro watch faces, plus a filter option for the Photos face and rich complications for the X-Large face. Developers can now offer more than one complication per app, and Apple has introduced new complications for Shortcuts, Moon phases, the World Clock, and more. watchOS 7 introduces a new Sleep Tracking feature for the first
time that uses the Apple Watch's accelerometer to detect small movements associated with breathing when asleep. Sleep Tracking provides information on sleep duration and offers a Wind Down feature for helping users get ready for bed to increase sleep times. Putting the Apple Watch in Sleep Mode turns on Do Not Disturb and automatically
darkens the watch screen while you're sleeping, while an alarm feature uses haptic feedback or gentle sounds to wake you up with a greeting and a weather report. In addition to Sleep Tracking, Apple also added a new handwashing tracking feature to help people wash their hands for at least 20 seconds. There's a 20-second countdown timer that
comes up whenever the Apple Watch detects handwashing motions and sounds, and the Health app will also show the frequency and duration of the user's handwashing. Additional details on the other new features in watchOS 7 can be found in our watchOS 7 roundup. Update: watchOS 8 beta 7 is now available to public beta testers as well. As we
near the final release of watchOS 8, Apple is seeding today watchOS 8 beta 7 to all developers. Here’s everything new with the upcoming Apple Watch operating system. Today’s build is 19R5340a. Public beta testers will have to wait a bit longer until beta 7 is available to them as well. watchOS 8 beta test program started on June 30 with beta 2. The
company is also seeding iOS 15 beta 7, tvOS 15 beta 7, HomePod 15 beta 7 as well to all developers. With watchOS 8 beta 5, Apple introduced a new Weather icon, which is also available in today’s beta. With watchOS 8 beta 2, Apple brought the new ‘Portraits’ Watch Face, which is one of the many features available in the upcoming Apple Watch
operating system. With beta 3, on the other hand, Apple only fixed bugs and provided a better experience overall. watchOS 8 includes, for example, new built-in applications that take advantage of the always-on display used on the Apple Watch Series 5 and Apple Watch Series 6. There is also a new way for developers to tap into the always-on display.
With watchOS 8 coming this fall, here’s what else is new in this version: There’s a new version of the Breathe app, now called Mindfulness; Respiratory rate is now measured during sleep tracking; Photos app overhauled with featured highlights and memories; Photos can now be shared from the watch with Messages and Mail on watchOS 8; Scribble
now lets you include emoji in handwritten messages; App shelf in iMessage includes image search and quick access to photos; Find My now includes items (including AirTags); Weather includes next hour precipitation; Apple Watch can do multiple timers for the first time; Tips is now available on the Apple Watch; Music can be shared from Apple
Watch over Messages. One month ago, Apple released watchOS 7.6.1 to all users with ‘important security updates’ for Apple Watch. If you want to learn how to install the beta version of watchOS 8, click here. You can find our full roundup on the upcoming Apple Watch operating system here. Did you find anything new in watchOS 8 beta 5? Let us
know in the comments below or on Twitter, @9to5Mac. FTC: We use income earning auto affiliate links. More. Check out 9to5Mac on YouTube for more Apple news:
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